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VICARAGE MAGNOLIA

The Reverend Canon Andrew Neaum became the “House for Duty”
Anglican priest of the lovely Boldre Benefice in August 2013. The
Vicarage in which he and Diana live is on the edge of the New Forest,
a couple of miles north of Lymington in Hampshire. He is old
fashioned enough a priest to visit his flock in their homes, but “house
for duty” clergy are supposed to work only two days a week and
Sundays, which means visiting everyone in the parish takes a long
time. The following are the April 2019 weekly ruminations, aired
prejudices and footling observations that in the weekly pew sheet
augment his visits and help keep folk in touch week in and week out.
Earlier articles are available from the Article Page on this Website:
http://www.andrewneaum.com/articles.htm

(293) “This and That” - 28 April 2019
When I read this column through to Diana she said: “Phew, that could do with lightening
up a bit.” I’ve tried.
An omnivorous reader
The gift of faith came to me as much from my mother as my Father. An omnivorous reader
she encouraged me to be one too. It helped develop my imagination, as vital to faith as to literature
and the arts. Later she helped prod me towards the unremunerative but rewarding study of
literature at university. Literature and music can help open the heart to God. The poetry of
Evensong flawlessly sung in Westminster Abbey on a cold February evening in the early 1970s,
helped tip a then unhappy me into full faith.
I studied literature, in an idle and dilatory fashion, before Literary Theory ruined the
discipline. Nor was Christianity quite yet on the nose. Anglican titans still loomed large: Auden,
Eliot, C S Lewis and Charles Williams. There were fascinating lesser Christian figures to discover
too, like John Heath Stubbs (1918-2006), obituarised as follows:
A reactionary arch-royalist
…...large and shambolic, even tramp-like, his hair wild, his teeth appalling
and his sweater as often as not stained with the residue of several meals and
drinks. Unlike many blind people, he never learnt the knack of fixing his
interlocutor with an unseeing gaze, but would instead often have his head
tilted up towards the ceiling. He could be terrifyingly didactic. On at least one
occasion, this prompted Stephen Spender to run away. But one did not have
to talk with John for long to realise what a great intellect he had, as well as a
prodigious memory for the literature of many cultures. .....He could be caustic
in his comments about other people….. WH Auden he slated as being “too
psychoanalytical”, while Sylvia Plath was dismissed as “very interesting in the
history of mental aberration”.
The Tory party undermined
Public figures were also not safe from his barbs. A self-confessed - and at
times self-parodying - reactionary and arch-royalist, he was apoplectic about
the way he felt Edward Heath had undermined the Tory party. He regretted
that England no longer retained the practices of Henry VIII's era, declaring
once that “Princess Diana should be taken away and executed!” Though
curious to discover new ideas, he was not a good listener and could be
unbridled when his hackles were raised. He sometimes lost his temper even
with close friends, though he would usually ring them the following morning
to apologise. John could be found in many of Soho's notorious drinking-holes
in the 1950s and 1960s, and his own little basement flat in west London was
a model of bohemian squalor. Fiercely independent, he lived on his own and
insisted on cooking for his guests - surprisingly well, though both the floor and
the ceiling showed evidence of mishaps…(Jonathan Fryer)
I love him for his poems, faith, eccentricity and for this fine tribute to another of my
favourite God-bearers:
Homage to J. S. Bach
It is good just to think about Johann Sebastian
Bach, grinding away like the mills of God,
Producing masterpieces, and legitimate children Twenty one in all - and earning his bread.

Instructing choirboys to sing their ut re mi,
Provincial and obscure. When Fame’s trumpets told
Of Handel displaying magnificent wings of melody,
Setting the waters of Thames on fire with gold,
Old Bach’s music did not seem to the point:
He groped in the Gothic vaults of polyphony,
Labouring pedantic miracles of counterpoint.
They did not know that the order of eternity
Transfiguring the order of the Age of Reason,
The timeless accents of super-celestial harmonies,
Filtered into time through that stupendous brain.
It was the dancing angels in their hierarchies,
Teaching at the heart of Reason that Passion existed,
And at the heart of Passion a Crucifixion,
As when the great waves of his Sanctus lifted
The blind art of music into a blinding vision.
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The most famous 20th century poem is T S Eliot’s The Wasteland. It begins:
April is the cruellest month, breeding
Lilacs out of the dead land, mixing
Memory and desire, stirring
Dull roots with spring rain.
Winter kept us warm, covering
Earth in forgetful snow, feeding
A little life with dried tubers.....
Riff upon riff
April cruel? What tosh. It’s a glorious month. The glossy, serrated spring-green leaves of
hawthorn unfold. Primroses bask full-face to the sun, late daffodils tremble. Blackthorn, forsythia,
bluebells, hyacinth burst into bloom. Magnolia, cherry and apple trees blossom, let alone lilac.
April’s not cruel, it’s the month of glorious Easter. Churches are decked with daffer-down
-dillies and lilies.
The twig traceries of leafless trees blur, fuzz and haze as buds puff their chests, perk up and
burst into leafiness. Blackbirds whistle riff upon riff of liquid notes.
Forgetful snow
April the cruellest month? Tosh, tosh, tosh. Yet the poem rings true. Coming to life does
hurt. Sleep, hibernation, even death, are easy, safe, comfortable.
Winter kept us warm, covering
Earth in forgetful snow, feeding
A little life with dried tubers.....

A little life is easier than life lived to the full. There’s more to resurrection than coming to
life from the grave. There’s coming to life now. Waking from the sleep of the everyday, from the
torpor and little life of mediocrity. From the deadness of over-indulgence, the cowardice of caution
and carefulness, from fear-fuelled hedonism, materialism, greed and obsessing about material
security.
Timid unbelief
Resurrection is waking from the deadness of taking always the easiest option, the quietest
route, no risks, no dangers; of resting content with our weaknesses, besetting sins, awfulness. As
if there is no more to life than this.
Among those who don't take God seriously are folk too timid to do so. Too frightened to
plunge into God, into goodness, into radical lovingness, faith and sacrifice. Resurrection is coming
to life now.
It can indeed hurt though. April is the cruellest month. Far easier to remain in the ground.
To stay where we are, as we are. Dead to the challenge of Easter, to the challenge of Spring, to the
challenge of Christ. Far, far easier to remain where we are, doing what we’ve always done, being
who we’ve always been.
But if Christ is risen, risen from the dead, everything is different, changed, reversed.
Easter is a challenge to live. To come to life in Him. To throw off the deadness of doing the
done thing, the dullness of predictable ordinariness. It’s to awake from the sleep of the everyday,
from the torpor and little life of the unadventurous. The deadness of over-indulgence, the dread
and fear of full, wholehearted faith, the cowardice of caution and carefulness, the evasive fear that
lies behind materialism, hedonism, of stuffing our bellies and surrounding ourselves with material
security.
To forgive the unforgiveable
Resurrection is to come alive! To embrace Christ's Spirit, Church and sacraments. To put
away idle wondering, procrastinating, not bothering regrets and excuses. To allow faith, life and
goodness set the blood coursing through our veins, enabling us to forgive the unforgivable, turn
the other cheek, stand up to evil and bullying. It’s to choose the unpredictable, nose out challenge
and risk, opt for the difficult course and costly option. To love, love, love. To cast away caution,
fear and carefulness, and come alive.
To rise, like the first golden crocus, from cold, bitter earth, to shine, a tiny golden sun,
gladdening hearts and making the world lovelier. For Christ is risen and so have we.
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An atheist priest is a contradiction in terms. So too is an uncharitable priest. Occasionally
you come across both. That’s only to be expected. Exceptions test the rule.
Solace to unbelievers
It is more difficult to be charitable than atheist. We do our best. Especially with funerals.
A truly charitable priest offers solace to unbelievers as well as believers. Not by attempting to
lasso their deceased into the faith by disrespectfully and untruthfully claiming them to have been
Christian when plainly they were not. But rather by emphasising, on the one hand, the universality
of divine love, as manifest in the Gospels intelligently and correctly interpreted. And on the other
by attempting to balance the fear of death, as articulated in Larkin’s horrifying poem Aubade, with
more benign, sanguine or courageous portrayals.
For example the fine, minor poet who featured in last week’s article, Oliver St John
Gogarty, wrote the following verse which offers a non-Christian approach to dying that bears a
degree of poetical and philosophical solace.

Non Dolet
Our friends go with us as we go
Down the long path where Beauty wends,
Where all we love forgathers, so
Why should we fear to join our friends?
Who would survive them to outlast
His children; to outwear his fame —
Left when the Triumph has gone past —
To win from Age, not Time, a name?
Then do not shudder at the knife
That Death's indifferent hand drives home,
But with the Strivers leave the Strife,
Nor, after Caesar, skulk in Rome.
The poem’s title comes from ancient Italy. A Roman Senator, Aulus Paetus, was ordered
to commit suicide for insurrection. He hesitated. To give him courage his wife Arria rushed
forward, snatched the dagger and stabbed herself, saying: Non dolet Paete (‘It doesn’t hurt
Paetus’).
The first stanza of the poem is inscribed on the tombstone of Gogarty’s own grave, in the
west of Ireland.
What’s in a name
Our car is a silver grey Ford Fiesta. We bought it new, not long after our arrival in England,
helped by money owed to me from my Australian diocese’s Car Replacement Fund. A fine, zippy
and reliable vehicle, it’s best feature is anonymity. Silver grey Ford Fiesta’s abound. Only to those
addicted to number-plate reading are we noticeable when out and about the district. We prefer our
vehicular toing and froing to be less than obvious.
We are more noticeable on the internet. The name Neaum is odd enough to be easily
discovered. Voices from my school, university and life in Rhodesia pop up from time to time. Most
enthusiastic reacquaintances last but a couple of emails and then wither. Relationships of all sorts
require on-going communication to live. Not quite always though. After twenty eight years it took
just a postcard to reignite a friendship with Diana that shortly thereafter flowered into marriage.
The mere name Oliver St John Gogarty is musical enough to be a poem in its own right.
More than a poet he was an otolaryngologist, champion swimmer, athlete, politician, bon vivant,
wit, and conversationalist. Interesting enough a fellow to order a copy of his book As I Was Going
Down Sackville Street. He practised his surgery at Meath Hospital for many years. His flamboyant
theatrics in the operating theatre included off-the-cuff witticisms and the flinging of recently
removed larynxes at the viewing gallery. In his consulting rooms he attracted many wealthy clients.
The less well-off he treated free.
Beware!
Don’t stay over two hours in Waitrose car park. I’ve just paid a fine of £40. Cars are
photographed in and out!
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The wisest of people say unwise things. Dr Samuel Johnson once said: Sunday should be different
from another day. People may walk, but not throw stones at birds. How wise to advise that Sundays be
different. How foolish to imply throwing stones at birds is permissible on weekdays.
Comforting and discomforting litanies
At the Vicarage, as is only to be expected, Sunday is indeed different from any other day. Though
not to begin with. Every single day, including Sundays, Radio 4 is turned on in time to half-listen to the
Shipping Forecast. It is the most reassuring of litanies. I listen every morning as I drift in and out of sleep,
idly wondering where Ardnamurchan and Gibraltar Points are. (I now know. I’ve looked them up to check
their spelling). This comforting start to the day is followed by a rather more depressing litany: News
Briefing.
Thereafter Sundays do become different. First there’s Bells on Sunday, a joyful, jubilant couple of
minutes. Last week they rang out from Sheffield Cathedral.
Then, during Lent, there’s a fifteen minute Lenten Talk. Last week’s was by Dr Bex Lewis. It was
all to do with her walk through “the wilderness of cancer”. Appropriately for Mothering Sunday it brought
to mind my own first wife and mother of my children. She bravely walked a similar and ultimately fatal
journey through that same wilderness.
What I liked particularly about the talk was its clarity, honesty and intelligent Christianity. Dr
Lewis didn’t dwell at inordinate length on her faith, but refreshingly, when it was mentioned, her focus
was not upon the miracles of Jesus, but on his agony and uncertainty in the Garden of Gethsemane.
Running one’s own personal narrative alongside of and linking it to the Gospel’s, while not necessarily
much solace, can inch us closer to understanding and acceptance.
Surprise surprise
I make my way downstairs to the kitchen during the News Headlines at six. There I turn on the
radio as I prepare my early morning pint of coffee, waiting to see if Something Understood is to my taste.
Last Sunday it was. Rabbi Harvey Belovski dwelt upon the unexpected in daily life, suggesting that
surprises might best be understood as gifts of divine guidance. A useful challenge to folk like myself, who
don’t much like being taken by surprise, preferring the predictability of routine and hum drum familiarity.
G K Chesterton, however, a robust Christian, would back the Rabbi:
At the back of our brains…. there is a forgotten blaze or burst of astonishment at our own
existence. The object of the artistic and spiritual life is to dig for this sunrise of wonder.
Oliver St. John Gogarty
The great apple tree on our front lawn will soon be in full bloom. The splendidly named Oliver St.
John Gogarty celebrates this thus:
The Apple Tree
Let there be Light!
In pink and white
The apple tree blooms for our delight.
In pink and white,
Its shouts unheard,
The Logos itself, the Creative Word,
Burst from nothing; and all is stirred.
It blooms and blows and shrivels to fall
Down on the earth in a pink-white pall.
Withered? But look at each green little ball,
Crowned like a globe in the hand of God,
Each little globe in a shortening rod;
Soon to be rosy and well bestowed,
A cosmos now where the blossoms glowed

Constellated around the tree,
A cone that lifts to infinity.
Each rosy globe is as red as Mars;
And all the tree is a branch of stars.
What can we say but, ‘Glory be!’
When God breaks out in an apple tree?
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